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Q1. Define what is meant by a vector space.

(a) Let M*x" be the set oJ all real zn x rr matrices. For any two malrices

,4 = [ci;]**" and B = [b;r]-'" in M**", and for any a e lR defne an

addition S a.nd scalat multiplica,tion O as follows:

I"ql^, " @ [b;)*, " = la;i ! b,]^ ;< "'
d O la'rl^," = Iaarl^,"

Prove that (M*r",Q'O) is a vector spare over the field 1R-

(b) Let W1 and I72 be two subspaces of a vector space y over a field ll and

let,41 and ,42 be non-empty subsets of V. Show that

(\\ Wl+W2 is the smallest subspace containing both Wr an<\ Wu

, 
(ii) if?1 6pans ty1 and 42 spar$ W2 then -4rU-4r epais Wr*Wt

(c) Let y be the vector space of all functions from leal field K into R. Which

o{ the lollowing subsets are subspaces of y? Justify your answer-

(i) w1= {J € Y : /(3) - 0},

(ii) w,= U e v : l(z) : f(t)],
(iii) w3 = {l €v I f (-r) = /('), V' e 1K}.



Q2. (a) Defne the following:

i. A linearly independent set of vectors,

ii, A basis for a vector space,

iii. Dimeneion of a vector space.

(b) Let 7 be an a-dimensional vector space. Show that

. i. A linearly independent set of vectrors of y with n elements is a basis

for V,

ii. Any linearly independentr set ol vectors of V may be extended as a

ba sis for tz,

iii. If i is a subspace of y, then lhere exists a subspace M ofV sach

thatV=L@M,

Q3. (a) Let ? be a linear transformation from a vector space V into another

verlot spa.e l4l. Define

(i) Range space -4(7),

(ii) Null space ff(?).

Find -E(") and ff(?) of the iinear translormatrion ? : 1R3 -+ lK3, defined

by T(x,y, z) = (2a + y + 32,3r - g + z, -4o + 3y + z).

Veri{y the equation dim y = dim(B("))+dim(ti(?)) for rhis linear rrans-

Iormalion.

(b) Let 
" 

: 1ft2 -+ 1ft3 !s a linear transformal,ion defned by

:I@,y) = (s + 2!), zx - y, -r) and let 81 = { (0, r), (r, r)} and

,, =.[(1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1,0, 1)] be bases {or lR3. Find

' (D Tle matrix representation of ? with respect to the basis tr.
(ii) The matrix representation of ? with regpect to the basis 82 by using

the transition matdx,

(iii) The matrix representation of ? with respect to the basis 82 directly.



Q4. (a) Define.ihe following terms

(r) Rank of a mal,r ix.

(ii) Elhelon {orm oJ a matrix,

(iii) Row reduced echelon form of a matrit.

(b) Let ,4 be an m x n mairlx. Prove that

(i) row rank of,4 is equal 1,o column rank of ,4,

(ii) if B is an m x a matrix obtained by performing an elementary row

operation on ,4, then r(,4) = r(B).

{c) } lnd the r+nk ol the matnx

(d) Find the row reduced echelon form of trhe mat -t

t3-25 4

1413 5

t4 2 4 3

27-3613

0 11 -53
2-531
4115

Q5. (a) Defne the following terms as applied to an n x n matrix ,4 = (cir).

(i) Cofactor,4;, ol ar element dij

(ii) Adjoint of ,4.

Provd that

e. {adj A) = (adj A) . A = d.etA. I,

where I is the n x n identity matrix.

(b) rr r *-

I :r c2 t:3

ru y'y'
lzzzz3
luw2w3

, show that

det,4 = - wll(y - z)(y - u)(z - u).@-v\@-zJ@



i'

(c) Find the inverse ol the matrix

[-r 2 41
l lr t oll" ^ -l

| + -z sl
L

^A f^I Stal,e the necessary and suficient condit'ion for a system o{ linear equa-

tions to be consistent'

em o{ Iinear equatrons
Coneider the following sYst'

ar+try = e'

ca+d! = I
-the above oyorem of linear equations

R.educe the augmented matnx or

nd hence determine iire conditione on

to its row reduced echelon lorm at

a, b, c, d. e and t euch that the system has

lil a unique solutron'

(ii) no solutron'

(iii) more than one solution'

(b)
(lrammer's rule {or

For {hat value of I does rhe sYstem

3 x 3 matrix and irse it 1'o solve
State and Pxove

a1 + 202: 53

3c1+ 5a2- ri

2r1+ a2 + zts
I

lc)

1 t+u+ t = 4

2t -4t = 7

value of tr


